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Have you ever wondered what happens behind closed doors when queens are
crowned? The popular TV series "The Crown" on Netflix has captivated
audiences with its portrayal of the British royal family and the struggles they face
in both their personal lives and the political landscape. However, beyond the glitz
and glamour, lies a world filled with deadly secrets.

Throughout history, countless queens have ascended to the throne, only to face a
web of intrigue, power struggles, and betrayal. Let's delve into some of the
deadliest secrets that emerge when queens assume the crown.
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When a queen is crowned, she assumes immense power and authority. However,
this power often comes at a great price. Many queens have experienced intense
pressure from political rivals, family members, or even their own spouses, leading
to treacherous situations and deadly consequences.

Elizabeth I of England, known as the Virgin Queen, faced numerous threats to
her reign. Her refusal to marry and produce an heir created a precarious situation
for her dynasty and ignited a web of political intrigue. Elizabeth skillfully navigated
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these challenges, but many ruthless plots were hatched against her, including
assassination attempts and conspiracies.

Another queen who bore the weight of deadly secrets was Catherine de' Medici
of France. As the queen consort, she witnessed the French Wars of Religion tear
her country apart. Catherine, a staunch Catholic, used her influence to maintain
power and protect her family. But the secrets she harbored and the cunning
decisions she made resulted in numerous deaths and an enduring legacy of
controversy.

Family Ties and Betrayal

Within royal families, the power struggles between siblings, parents, and children
can turn deadly. The crown becomes a symbol of envy and desire, leading to
treacherous acts of betrayal.

Mary, Queen of Scots, faced the wrath of her cousin, Queen Elizabeth I of
England. Mary was a rival claimant to the English throne and became entangled
in a series of political plots. Elizabeth, fearing Mary's popularity and ambition,
eventually imprisoned her cousin, and the two queens engaged in a battle of wits
and secrets. Ultimately, Mary paid the ultimate price when she was executed for
her alleged involvement in an assassination plot against Elizabeth.



Even in modern times, the dynasty of the British royal family has been shaken by
deadly secrets. The love triangle between Prince Charles, Princess Diana, and
Camilla Parker Bowles, now the Duchess of Cornwall, became a worldwide
scandal. The burden of secrecy, broken trust, and public scrutiny had a tragic
outcome, leading to Princess Diana's untimely death.

Reputation at Stake
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For queens, maintaining a reputable image is of utmost importance. Their actions
and decisions can tarnish not only their own reputation but also that of their entire
dynasty. Deadly secrets often arise when reputations are at stake.

One such queen who struggled with her reputation was Marie Antoinette of
France. As the Queen Consort, her extravagant lifestyle and alleged callousness
towards the suffering of the French people contributed to her eventual downfall
during the French Revolution. Marie Antoinette's secrets, including rumors of
infidelity and her expensive tastes, fueled the growing discontent among the
French citizens and played a significant role in her execution.



Becoming a queen is both a remarkable achievement and a treacherous journey.
Behind the grandeur and majesty lies a world of hidden secrets, power struggles,
and deadly consequences. From political intrigue to family betrayals, and the
tarnishing of reputations, queens face immense challenges when they assume
the crown.
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As we follow the lives of queens in "The Crown," let us remember that their
stories are not just a work of fiction but a reflection of the lethal secrets that have
haunted real-life queens throughout history. The crown may be adorned with
jewels, but its weight is often borne by those who wear it.
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This series would be best read if you start with Deadly Secrets Series Brothers
That Bite books 1-5 and other novellas. Deadly Secrets The Crown Series Books
1-2.

Heavy is the head who wears the crown.

Taria Cross lost both of her parents in a single night of battle. The pain of the loss
was just the beginning for this Vampire Queen and her family. On the heels of
that loss, she never expected to be attacked and stabbed through the heart right
in front of her children and Kindred Soul Michael Vaughn.

Now Taria must face the fact her enemy Apu kidnapped her right from under
everyone’s nose. Taria is now a prisoner in Hell, and her Impundulu powers
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cannot help her through this fight. The only saving grace is the voice she heard in
the darkness of Katara, the fire elemental who gave a piece of herself in a
necklace. Her protection will only last but so long, and Taria is determined to use
all the time she has to escape or die trying. What Taria wasn’t expecting was an
ally willing to help and protect her while she fights her way through the legions of
demons in Hell.

Taria’s only question is, can she trust him when he’s tried killing her once before?

Michael Vaughn is King over all Vampires, but he couldn’t save his heart with all
his powers. Taria Cross, his Kindred Soul, was taken in front of his eyes, and
there was nothing he could do. After finding his mother, a brother, he never knew
existed, and a grandmother who was thought long dead, Michael still lost the one
person who made it all worth it. Now Michael must find his other half and bring
her home to their two children. Michael finds out a secret involving Toya that
could be the answer to saving Taria and could tear Toya’s world apart. With Toya
and Shannara’s help, Michael knows that whatever the secret, they would do
what is necessary to save Taria and his unborn child no matter the
circumstances. Michael vowed to find Taria, even if he had to burn down the
entire world to find her.

Can Michael figure out how to save Taria, or will he all lose her this time for
good?

Will Toya and Shannara do whatever it takes to help Michael save Taria?
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